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job. But nothing can prepare her for the new life that awaits her at the
Taste of Persia restaurant, where she is flung headlong into a clash of
cultures, languages, dinner plates, religions and a rather tricky domestic
arrangement...
The Masked City - Genevieve Cogman 2016-09-06
Librarian-spy Irene and her apprentice Kai are back in the second in this
“dazzling”* book-filled fantasy series from the author of The Invisible
Library. The written word is mightier than the sword—most of the time...
Working in an alternate version of Victorian London, Librarian-spy Irene
has settled into a routine, collecting important fiction for the mysterious
Library and blending in nicely with the local culture. But when her
apprentice, Kai—a dragon of royal descent—is kidnapped by the Fae, her
carefully crafted undercover operation begins to crumble. Kai’s
abduction could incite a conflict between the forces of chaos and order
that would devastate all worlds and all dimensions. To keep humanity
from getting caught in the crossfire, Irene will have to team up with a
local Fae leader to travel deep into a version of Venice filled with dark
magic, strange coincidences, and a perpetual celebration of
Carnival—and save her friend before he becomes the first casualty of a
catastrophic war. But navigating the tumultuous landscape of Fae
politics will take more than Irene’s book-smarts and fast-talking—to ward
off Armageddon, she might have to sacrifice everything she holds dear....
INCLUDES AUTHOR INTERVIEW
Fire & Flood - Victoria Scott 2014-02-25
A pulse-pounding thrill ride, where a teen girl must participate in a
breathtaking race to save her brother's life--and her own. Time is
slipping away. . . . Tella Holloway is losing it. Her brother is sick, and
when a dozen doctors can't determine what's wrong, her parents decide
to move to the middle of nowhere for the fresh air. She's lost her friends,
her parents are driving her crazy, her brother is dying--and she's helpless
to change anything. Until she receives mysterious instructions on how to
become a Contender in the Brimstone Bleed. It's an epic race across
jungle, desert, ocean, and mountain that could win her the prize she
desperately desires: the Cure for her brother's illness. But all the
Contenders are after the Cure for people they love, and there's no
guarantee that Tella (or any of them) will survive the race. The jungle is
terrifying, the clock is ticking, and Tella knows she can't trust the allies
she makes. And one big question emerges: Why have so many fallen sick
in the first place? Victoria Scott's breathtaking novel grabs readers by
the throat and doesn't let go.
SilverMoonLight - Marah Woolf 2014-03-09
"Even the very first time I saw you, I had the feeling that you wouldn't be
good for me." Not even Emma's worst nightmares could have prepared
her for the dramatic change that takes place in her life. After the sudden
death of her mother, she has no choice but to go and live with her Uncle
and his family on the sleepy town of Portree on the Scottish Isle of Skye.
The last thing she expects is to fall in love there. From the very first
moment she meets Calum, his mysterious aura captivates her. He casts a
spell on her, and even his seeming disinterest does little to change this.
His contradictory behaviour only adds to his allure. But before long this
fassade begins to crumble, and eventually even he gives in to his
feelings. When he reveals his true identity to her one day, she flees from
him. But it's too late, for she has already fallen head over heels... A
fantastical, mythical book with fascinating creatures that anyone would
love to encounter. Immerse yourself in the story of Emma and Calum.
Independent Study - Joelle Charbonneau 2014
Now a freshman at the University in Tosu City with her hometown
sweetheart, Tomas, Cia Vale attempts to expose the ugly truth behind
the government's grueling and deadly Testing put her and her loved ones
in great danger.
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #4: The Ripper - L. J. Smith
2011-11-08
The fourth book in the New York Times bestselling series by L.J. Smith.

The World According to Anna - Jostein Gaarder 2015-11-12
When fifteen-year-old Anna begins receiving messages from another
time, her parents take her to the doctor. But he can find nothing wrong;
in fact he believes there may be some truth to what she is seeing. Anna is
haunted by visions of the desolate world of 2082. She sees her greatgranddaughter, Nova, roaming through wasteland with a band of
survivors, after animals and plants have died out. The more Anna sees,
the more she realises she must act to prevent the future in her visions
becoming real. But can she act quickly enough? 'Compelling' Sunday
Times
The Endless Beach - Jenny Colgan 2018-05-22
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Bookshop on the
Corner and The Cafe by the Sea comes another enchanting,
unforgettable novel of a woman who makes a fresh start on the beautiful
Scottish Island of Mure—only to discover life has more surprises in store
for her. When Flora MacKenzie traded her glum career in London for the
remote Scottish island of Mure, she never dreamed that Joel—her
difficult, adorable boss—would follow. Yet now, not only has Flora been
reunited with her family and opened a charming café by the sea, but she
and Joel are taking their first faltering steps into romance. With Joel
away on business in New York, Flora is preparing for the next stage in
her life. And that would be…? Love? She’s feeling it. Security? In Joel’s
arms, sure. Marriage? Not open to discussion. In the meanwhile, Flora is
finding pleasure in a magnificent sight: whales breaking waves off the
beaches of Mure. But it also signals something less joyful. According to
local superstition, it’s an omen—and a warning that Flora’s future could
be as fleeting as the sea-spray… A bracing season on the shore sets the
stage for Jenny Colgan’s delightful novel that’s as funny, heartwarming,
and unpredictable as love itself.
Boy in a White Room - Karl Olsberg 2020-07-02
A gripping YA sci-fi thriller perfect for fans of Ready Player One. A boy
wakes to find himself locked in a white room. He has no memories, no
idea who he is and no idea how he got here. A computer-generated voice
named Alice responds to his questions - through her, he is able to access
the internet. He gradually pieces together his story - an abduction, a
critical injury, snippets of his past ... But how can the boy tell what's real
and what's not? Who is he really?
Hourglass - Myra McEntire 2011-06-14
One hour to rewrite the past . . . For seventeen-year-old Emerson Cole,
life is about seeing what isn’t there: swooning Southern Belles; soldiers
long forgotten; a haunting jazz trio that vanishes in an instant. Plagued
by phantoms since her parents’ death, she just wants the apparitions to
stop so she can be normal. She’s tried everything, but the visions keep
coming back. So when her well-meaning brother brings in a consultant
from a secretive organization called the Hourglass, Emerson’s willing to
try one last cure. But meeting Michael Weaver may not only change her
future, it may change her past. Who is this dark, mysterious, sympathetic
guy, barely older than Emerson herself, who seems to believe every crazy
word she says? Why does an electric charge seem to run through the
room whenever he’s around? And why is he so insistent that he needs her
help to prevent a death that never should have happened? Full of
atmosphere, mystery, and romance, Hourglass merges the very best of
the paranormal and science-fiction genres in a seductive, remarkable
young adult debut.
The English Harem - Anthony McCarten 2015-06-15
Supermarket checkout girl Tracy Pringle has a very lively imagination
indeed. In front of her, as she blip-blips herself into a daydream, walk
past not boring housewives with screaming children or tired office
clerks, but the likes of Lord Byron, Lawrence of Arabia and Princess
Leia. It comes as no surprise, then, that she turns a blind eye when Her
Majesty herself pops a packet of Mr Kipling's Bakewell tarts into her
handbag without paying. Obviously, the management sees it differently,
and Tracy is given the sack on the spot and forced to find herself another
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The Ripper is the fourth book in L.J. Smith’s bestselling Stefan’s Diaries
series, which reveals the backstory of brothers Stefan and Damon from
The Vampire Diaries series. This digital edition features cover artwork
from the hit CW TV series The Vampire Diaries, starring Nina Dobrev,
Paul Wesley, and Ian Somerhalder. Twenty years have passed since
Stefan Salvatore last saw his brother, Damon. Now living in a remote
town in England, far away from the haunting memories of Mystic Falls,
Stefan is finally able to start over. But when news from London reaches
Stefan of a brutal killer on the loose—who goes by Jack the
Ripper—Stefan suspects that the murders are the work of a vampire…his
brother. Full of dark shadows and surprising twists, the fourth book in
the New York Times bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series raises the stakes
for the Salvatore brothers as they face new loves, old treacheries, and
unimaginable threats. Fans of L. J. Smith’s New York Times bestselling
Vampire Diaries series as well as the hit television show won’t be able to
put the latest Salvatore adventure down.
The Memoirs of Jacques Casanova de Seingalt - Giacomo Casanova
19??

him and he confounds all her expectations with his seductive vision of a
healed earth, a New Eden. DeMalo wants Saba to join him, in life and
work, to create and build a healthy, stable, sustainable world…for the
chosen few. The young and healthy. Under his control. Jack’s choice is
clear: to fight DeMalo and try to stop New Eden. Presumed dead, he’s
gone undercover, feeding Saba crucial information in secret meetings.
Saba commits herself to the fight—and hides her connection with
DeMalo. Joined by her brother, Lugh, and her sister, Emmi, Saba leads a
small guerilla band against the settlers and the Tonton militia. But the
odds are overwhelming. Saba knows how to fight—she’s not called the
Angel of Death for nothing. But what if the fight cannot be won? Then
DeMalo offers her a seductive chance she may not be able to refuse. How
much will she sacrifice to save the people she loves? Betrayal lurks in
unexpected places in the breathtaking conclusion to the Dust Lands
Trilogy.
Emerald Green - Kerstin Gier 2013-10-08
Since learning she is the Ruby, the final member of the time-traveling
Circle of Twelve, nothing has gone right for Gwen and she holds
suspicions about both Count Saint-German and Gideon, but as she
uncovers the Circle's secrets she finally learns her own destiny.
The Dragonet Prophecy - Tui Sutherland 2018-01-02
Not every dragonet wants a destiny ... Clay has grown up under the
mountain, chosen along with four other dragonets to fulfill a mysterious
prophecy and end the war between the dragon tribes of Pyrrhia. He's not
so sure about the prophecy part, but Clay can't imagine not living with
the other dragonets; they're his best friends. So when one of the
dragonets is threatened, all five spring into action. Together, they will
choose freedom over fate, leave the mountain, and fulfill their destiny -on their own terms. The New York Times bestselling Wings of Fire series
takes flight in this first graphic novel edition, adapted by the author with
art by Mike Holmes.
No Heroes - Anna Seidl 2016-10-01
An ordinary schoolgirl with a carefree bunch of friends, Miriam's just
embarked on her first relationship with her loving boyfriend Toby. She
lives with her dad and she has a good relationship with her
grandparents. All this ordinary happiness is shattered when one of
Miriam s schoolmates goes berserk one day at school with a handgun
and kills several pupils and teachers. Toby is shot right in front of her.
Shock, grief, bereavement, terror Miriam and her friends run the gamut
of emotions in the days, weeks and months following the shooting. But
the worst emotion of all is guilt. "Is it our fault?" is the haunting question
that tortures Miriam as she tries to piece her life together again."
Mind Games - Teri Terry 2015-03-05
Fans of the award-winning SLATED trilogy won't want to miss this
gripping new psychological thriller from Teri Terry! In a future world,
life is tightly controlled by the all-powerful PareCo. Standing out from
the crowd is dangerous so misfit Luna hides her secrets carefully, not
realising her own power. Unlike her friends and family, Luna has never
been able to plug into Realtime, PareCo's virtual world, where almost
everyone now lives their lives. So how do PareCo know about Luna, and
why do they want her for their elite think tank? The truth is hidden in a
web of shining silver secrets, and the corrupt authorities would do
anything to keep it that way. Can Luna find a way to use her own hidden
powers and bring the truth to light before it's too late?
The Forgotten Book - Mechthild Gläser 2018-01-02
Emma is used to things going her way. Her father is headmaster of her
prestigious boarding school, her friends take her advice as gospel, and
she's convinced that a relationship with her long-time crush is on the
horizon. As it turns out, Emma hasn't seen anything yet. When she finds
an old book in an abandoned library, things really start going Emma's
way: anything she writes in the book comes true. But the power of the
book is not without consequences, and Emma soon realizes that she isn't
the only one who knows about it. Someone is determined to take it from
her—and they'll stop at nothing to succeed. A new boy in school—the
arrogant, aloof, and irritatingly handsome Darcy de Winter—becomes
Emma's unlikely ally as secrets are revealed and danger creeps ever
closer.
The Cerulean - Amy Ewing 2019-01-29
From New York Times bestselling author Amy Ewing (The Jewel) comes
the exciting first book in a new fantasy duology. Rich, vivid worldbuilding and ethereal magic combine in an epic tale that’s perfect for
fans of Snow Like Ashes, These Broken Stars, or Magonia. Sera
Lighthaven has always felt as if she didn’t quite belong among her
people, the Cerulean, who live in the City Above the Sky. She is curious
about everything—especially the planet that her City is magically

Breath of Yesterday - Emily Bold 2014-01-28
Struggling to keep Payton alive, Samantha must travel back to
eighteenth-century Scotland, where she first met her cursed love, and
unlock the secret of an ancient legend in order to have a chance at
happiness with Payton.
Between Two Seasons of Happiness - Irene Dische 1998
Set during World War II, this novel explores the relationships between
three generations of the same family. A father longs to show his son the
world; a grandfather hopes to protect his son and grandson from the
war; and a grandson sees the truth that the older men cannot face.
Ruby Red - Kerstin Gier 2011-05-10
Gwyneth Shepherd's sophisticated, beautiful cousin Charlotte has been
prepared her entire life for traveling through time. But unexpectedly, it
is Gwyneth who in the middle of class takes a sudden spin to a different
era! Gwyneth must now unearth the mystery of why her mother would lie
about her birth date to ward off suspicion about her ability, brush up on
her history, and work with Gideon—the time traveler from a similarly
gifted family that passes the gene through its male line, and whose
presence becomes, in time, less insufferable and more essential.
Together, Gwyneth and Gideon journey through time to discover who, in
the 18th century and in contemporary London, they can trust. Kerstin
Gier's Ruby Red is young adult novel full of fantasy and romance.
Pirate Emperor - Kai Meyer 2008-06-16
In the vast Caribbean Sea, pirates Jolly and Griffin are stranded on a tiny
island where a peculiar architect is building an enormous bridge -- but to
where? Another world? Before they can find out, the bridge bursts into
flames and the kobalins attack. Jolly and Griffin have nowhere to run
until the Ghost Trader mysteriously appears and carries them off to the
magical coral city of Aelinium. It is from Aelinium that Jolly and Munk
are supposed to descend far, far into the deep to keep out the worlddevouring Maelstrom. But Jolly isn't ready for that task. She wants to
rescue Captain Bannon, the only father she ever knew, so she steals the
ghost ship and sets sail. Griffin follows her, until he is trapped by the
man in the whale. Princess Soledad has her own plans -- to kill Pirate
Emperor Kendrick. But the truly terrifying cannibal king stands in her
way. Is Soledad ready to become the new pirate emperor? Pirates and
magic make an explosive combination in this rollicking tale filled with
swashbuckling swordplay, menacing monsters, and outlandish
adventures, from the amazing imagination of Kai Meyer.
Nerve - Jeanne Ryan 2016-07-12
Inspiration for the major motion picture starring Emma Roberts and
Dave Franco--a high-stakes online game of dares turns deadly in this
suspenseful debut When Vee is picked to be a player in NERVE, an
anonymous game of dares broadcast live online, she discovers that the
game knows her. They tempt her with prizes taken from her ThisIsMe
page and team her up with the perfect boy, sizzling-hot Ian. At first it's
exhilarating--Vee and Ian's fans cheer them on to riskier dares with
higher stakes. But the game takes a twisted turn when they're directed
to a secret location with five other players for the Grand Prize round.
Suddenly they're playing all or nothing, with their lives on the line. Just
how far will Vee go before she loses NERVE.
Raging Star - Moira Young 2014-05-13
Saba’s passion kept her allies alive. Now it may destroy them all in the
gut-wrenching third book in the highly praised Dust Lands trilogy, which
MTV’s Hollywood Crush blog called “better than The Hunger Games.”
Saba is ready to seize her destiny and defeat DeMalo...until she meets
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tethered to—and can’t stop questioning things. Sera has always longed
for the day when the tether will finally break and the Cerulean can move
to a new planet. But when Sera is chosen as the sacrifice to break the
tether, she feels betrayed by everything in which she’d been taught to
trust. In order to save her City, Sera must end her own life. But
something goes wrong, and Sera survives, ending up on the planet below
in a country called Kaolin. Sera has heard tales about the dangerous
humans who live here, and she quickly learns that these dangers were
not just stories. Meanwhile, back in the City, all is not what it seems, and
the life of every Cerulean may be in danger if Sera is not able to find a
way home.
Sarah's Key - Tatiana de Rosnay 2007-06-12
On the anniversary of the roundup of Jews by the French police in Paris,
Julia is asked to write an article on this dark episode and embarks on an
investigation that leads her to long-hidden family secrets and to the
ordeal of Sarah.
The Water Mirror - Kai Meyer 2012-10-02
In Venice, magic is not unusual. Merle is apprenticed to a magic mirror
maker, and Serafin—a boy who was once a master thief—works for a
weaver of magic cloth. Merle and Serafin are used to the mermaids who
live in the canals of the city and to the guards who patrol the streets on
living stone lions. Merle herself possesses something magical: a mirror
whose surface is water. She can reach her whole arm into it and never
get wet. But Venice is under siege by the Egyptian Empire; its terrifying
mummy warriors are waiting to strike. All that protects the Venetians is
the Flowing Queen. Nobody knows who or what she is—only that her
power flows through the canals and keeps the Egyptians at bay. When
Merle and Serafin overhear a plot to capture the Flowing Queen, they
are catapulted into desperate danger. They must do everything they can
to rescue the Queen and save the city—even if it means getting help from
the Ancient Traitor himself.
Archie Greene and the Magician's Secret - D. D. Everest 2014-09-02
Archie Green receives a mysterious present on his birthday. Deep within
an ancient wooden box he finds an old book, written in a language he
doesn't recognise. With the book comes a Special Instruction - Archie
must travel to Oxford to return the book to the Museum of Magical
Miscellany. Soon Archie will meet family that he never knew he had, and
discover the world of the Flame Keepers - a community devoted to
finding and preserving magical books. But the magical book under
Archie's protection is dangerous, and dark spirits hunt it out. With the
help of his cousins, Archie must do everything he can to uncover the
book's hidden powers and save the Flame Keepers from evil. Welcome to
a wonderful, magical world where bookshelves are enchanted, librarians
are sorcerers and spells come to life.
Sapphire Blue - Kerstin Gier 2012-10-30
Gwen's life has been a rollercoaster since she discovered she was the
Ruby, the final member of the secret time-traveling Circle of Twelve. In
between searching through history for the other time-travelers and
asking for a bit of their blood (gross!), she's been trying to figure out
what all the mysteries and prophecies surrounding the Circle really
mean. At least Gwen has plenty of help. Her best friend Lesley follows
every lead diligently on the Internet. James the ghost teaches Gwen how
to fit in at an eighteenth century party. And Xemerius, the gargoyle
demon who has been following Gwen since he caught her kissing Gideon
in a church, offers advice on everything. Oh, yes. And of course there is
Gideon, the Diamond. One minute he's very warm indeed; the next he's
freezing cold. Gwen's not sure what's going on there, but she's pretty
much destined to find out.
Zeitenzauber - Die goldene Brücke - Eva Völler 2013-03-14
Nachdem Anna sich dem Geheimbund der Zeitwächter angeschlossen
hat, lässt das nächste Abenteuer nicht lange auf sich warten. Mitten in
ihrer Abiturprüfung ereilt sie eine Schreckensnachricht aus Paris:
Sebastiano ist verschollen - und zwar im 17. Jahrhundert! Anna begibt
sich auf eine gefährliche Reise und findet ihren Freund tatsächlich in
Paris wieder. Doch es gibt ein neues Problem: Er hält sich für einen
Musketier und hat keine Ahnung, wer Anna ist. Schafft sie es, seinem
Gedächtnis auf die Sprünge zu helfen?
The Book Jumper - Mechthild Gläser 2017-01-03
Amy Lennox doesn't know quite what to expect when she and her mother
pick up and leave Germany for Scotland, heading to her mother's
childhood home of Lennox House on the island of Stormsay. Amy's
grandmother, Lady Mairead, insists that Amy must read while she
resides at Lennox House—but not in the usual way. It turns out that Amy
is a book jumper, able to leap into a story and interact with the world
inside. As thrilling as Amy's new power is, it also brings danger: someone
zeitenzauber-die-goldene-brucke-band-2-german-edi

is stealing from the books she visits, and that person may be after her
life. Teaming up with fellow book jumper Will, Amy vows to get to the
bottom of the thefts—at whatever cost.
The Awkward Squad - Sophie Hénaff 2017-03-09
Suspended from her job as a promising police officer for firing "one
bullet too many", Anne Capestan is expecting the worst when she is
summoned to H.Q. to learn her fate. Instead, she is surprised to be told
that she is to head up a new police squad, working on solving old cold
cases. Though relieved to still have a job, Capestan is not overjoyed by
the prospect of her new role. Even less so when she meets her new team:
a crowd of misfits, troublemakers and problem cases, none of whom are
fit for purpose and yet none of whom can be fired. But from this
inauspicious start, investigating the cold cases throws up a number a
number of strange mysteries for Capestan and her team: was the old lady
murdered seven years ago really just the victim of a botched robbery?
Who was behind the dead sailor discovered in the Seine with three
gunshot wounds? And why does there seem to be a curious link with a
ferry that was shipwrecked off the Florida coast many years previously?
Translated from the French by Sam Gordon
All the Little Pieces - Jilliane Hoffman 2016-06-02
The Caravaners - Elizabeth 2019-03-24
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Seraph of the End, Vol. 6 - Takaya Kagami 2015-09-01
The only thing standing between humans and complete slavery to
vampires is their tenacity and Cursed Gear. Yuichiro has the first in
droves, but to increase the amount of power he can draw from the demon
inside his cursed sword, he enters a coma-like state to thin the barrier
between human and demon. His power boost can come none too soon as
the vampire queen reveals her plans to annihilate the human resistance.
-- VIZ Media
Arcadia Awakens - Kai Meyer 2012-02-14
Despite inciting their families' wrath and putting themselves in grave
danger, rival clan leaders Rosa Alcantara and Alessandro Carnevare
refuse to give up on their love for each other. But when the young couple
suffers a deadly attack from an unknown enemy, it soon becomes clear
their strong feelings can't keep the past from haunting them. On the run
from their adversaries and searching for answers, Rosa and Alessandro
begin to unravel the secret behind the conspiracy to keep them apart: an
ancient prophecy that predicted the destruction of all Arcadia if the two
rival dynasties ever married and bore children. And now, they must
outrun those who think they're better off dead. With Arcadian assassins
trying to kill them at every turn, a group of hybrid beasts thirsty for their
blood, and the ruler of all Arcadia desperate to find them, Rosa and
Alessandro must find out the truth behind Arcadia once and for all. But
will it be the key to unlocking their freedom and future together, or the
final step in bringing them to their knees?
The Book of Pearl - Timothee de Fombelle 2018-02-06
In prose as magical and intricate as the tale it tells, Timothée de
Fombelle delivers an unforgettable story of a first love that defines a
lifetime. Joshua Pearl comes from a world that we no longer believe in —
a world of fairy tale. He knows that his great love waits for him there,
but he is stuck in an unfamiliar time and place — an old-world
marshmallow shop in Paris on the eve of World War II. As his memories
begin to fade, Joshua seeks out strange objects: tiny fragments of tales
that have already been told, trinkets that might possibly help him prove
his own story before his love is lost forever. Sarah Ardizzone and Sam
Gordon translate the original French into a work both luminous and
layered, enabling Timothée de Fombelle’s modern fairy tale to thrum
with magic. Brimming with romance and history, mystery and adventure,
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friendship, bravery, rebellion vs. conformity, and thinking outside the
box” (School Library Journal). Changers Book One: Drew opens on the
eve of Ethan Miller’s freshman year of high school in a brand-new town.
He’s finally sporting a haircut he doesn’t hate, has grown two inches
since middle school, and can’t wait to try out for the soccer team. At last,
everything is looking up in life. Until the next morning. When Ethan
awakens as a girl. Ethan is a Changer, a little-known, ancient race of
humans who live out each of their four years of high school as a different
person. After graduation, Changers choose which version of themselves
they will be forever—and no, they cannot go back to who they were
before the changes began. Ethan must now live as Drew Bohner—a petite
blonde with an unfortunate last name—and navigate the treacherous
waters of freshman year while also following the rules: Never tell anyone
what you are. Never disobey the Changers Council. And never, ever fall
in love with another Changer. Oh, and Drew also has to battle a creepy
underground syndicate called “Abiders” (as well as the sadistic school
queen bee). And she can’t even confide in her best friend, who can never
know the real her, without risking both of their lives . . . Winner of the
2015 Westchester Fiction Award A New York Public Library Summer
Reading Pick “A thought-provoking exploration of identity, gender, and
sexuality . . . an excellent read for any teens questioning their sense of
self.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Pirate Curse - Kai Meyer 2007-04-10
The pirates of the Caribbean have a name for kids who can walk on
water -- they call them polliwogs. As far as 14-year-old Jolly knows, she's
the last polliwog still alive. She is valuable to the pirate captain who
raised her, for she can sneak up on an enemy ship by walking over the
waves. When someone sets a trap for Jolly's ship, Jolly alone escapes. She
is washed up on a tiny island inhabited by a farming family -- and the
ghosts who labor for them. The farmers have a son, Munk, who has been
raised almost in hiding. Munk longs to go to sea, but his parents say that
they are afraid of pirates, and they have forbidden Munk to reveal his
true identity -- he, too, is a polliwog. But pirates are not the only threat in
the Caribbean. Evil forces are stirring, and a demon from the sea attacks
and murders Munk's parents. Was the demon really after Munk? And
Jolly, too? Why are the polliwogs so valuable, and who wants them
enough to kill for them? Jolly and Munk must sail with a strange crew of
outcasts, led by the mysterious Ghost Trader, to avenge their loved ones
and try to stop an ancient, malevolent force known as the Maelstrom.
What it will cost both teens, no one can tell -- in this thrilling,
swashbuckling fantasy from the extraordinary Kai Meyer.

this ode to the power of memory, storytelling, and love will ensnare any
reader’s imagination, and every reader’s heart.
Has Anyone Seen Jessica Jenkins? - Liz Kessler 2015-02-24
Manifesting an ability to become invisible, Jessica, along with her best
friend Izzy, organizes a band of fellow students who also demonstrate
supernatural abilities only to be targeted by an unscrupulous adult.
Jolly Foul Play - Robin Stevens 2018-04-17
“Steven’s storytelling and suspense-building are top-notch.” —School
Library Journal “Readers…will find themselves stretching their powers of
deduction.” —Booklist After a student turns up murdered on Bonfire
Night, Hazel and Daisy find themselves entrenched in another mystery in
this delightfully charming fourth novel of the Wells & Wong Mystery
series. Daisy Wells and Hazel Wong have returned to Deepdean School
for Girls for a new school term, but nothing is the same. There’s a new
Head Girl, Elizabeth Hurst, and a team of Prefects—and these bullying
Big Girls are certainly not good eggs. Then, after the fireworks display on
Bonfire Night, Elizabeth is found—murdered. Many girls at Deepdean
had reason to hate Elizabeth, but who could have committed such foul
play? Is the murder linked to the secrets and scandals, scribbled on the
scraps of paper that are suddenly appearing all over the school? And
with their own friendship falling to pieces, will Daisy and Hazel be able
to solve this mystery before suspicions tear the student body apart?
Keep Me Safe - Maya Banks 2014-10-07
A sizzling story of a woman who risks her life and her heart to find a
wealthy man’s missing sister—the first novel in a sexy new romantic
suspense series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Maya Banks
When Caleb Devereaux's younger sister is kidnapped, this scion of a
powerful and wealthy family turns to an unlikely source for help: a
beautiful and sensitive woman with a gift for finding answers others
cannot. While Ramie can connect to victims and locate them by feeling
their pain, her ability comes with a price. Every time she uses it, it costs
her a piece of herself. Helping the infuriatingly attractive and impatient
Caleb successfully find his sister nearly destroys her. Even though his
sexual intensity draws her like a magnet, she needs to get as far away
from him as she can. Deeply remorseful for the pain he’s caused, Caleb is
determined to make things right. But just when he thinks Ramie's
vanished forever, she reappears. She’s in trouble and she needs his help.
Now, Caleb will do risk everything to protect her—including his heart. . .
.
Changers Book One - T. Cooper 2014-01-13
First in the “imaginative” series—“a moving story about gender, identity,
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